Introduction
In the problem of the sequential discrimination we observe the sequence of independent, identically distributed random variables and we have to find which one from hypothetical distributions is actual.
It would be best to observe as long as possible, but every observation costs some money. Thereforej,to solve this problem, one has to find an optimal stopping rule 6 for the observation and an optimal decision rule 60.
In where t e C and 6 is a decision rule. Now it is easy to notice that the optimal decision rule which minimizes our risk function, has the following form 
Ui
Then the optimal decision rule <5Q(1) is as follows:
The definition of convexity implies that for each j the set is convex. So the optif 1 k mal decision r.ule 6Q divides the set j (fJ , ): for each
Jr into convex subsets.
The optimal stopping rule Theorem 2.
a) The optimal stopping rule 6 for the sequence (y^) If we project the surface h' 07', /7 ) onto the plane 1 p non we obtain the division of the set (n 1 , n 2 ) : J7 1 + n 2 =S 1, /7 1 , J7 2 € [o, l] J into 3 subsets.
On every subset the optimal decision rule chooses the adequate distribution.
If we project both functions h (Tl\ /7 2 ) and 77 2 ) onto the plane we obtain a set B (white area) as on the picture below.
It is easy to notice that B is the sum of three convex sub-1 p sets B^. Then if the point -a posteriori probability of densities f^, fg after n observations -belongs to the dark area then"we continue our observation, unless we stop the pbservation and chooses the distribution PJ.
